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About This Content
Rule over the winter months and become the Frostlord you were meant to be. This pack features loads of gems and other goods
to aid you in your frozen journey.
This pack may only be purchased once per account. To redeem the items contained in the pack, visit and interact with the
Mailbox in the Heroes Marketplace or Private Tavern.
This pack contains:
13,000 Gems to purchase Heroes, Flair, Costumes and more.
10 Mythical Defender Packs to gain any number of cosmetic rewards to look your best!
3 of Each Campaign through Chaos VI Shard Packs to equip unique bonuses to your heroes and defenses.
“Frostlord” Title to show Etheria your prowess.
Legendary Katkarot Pet to achieve ultimate levels of power!
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Title: Dungeon Defenders II - Frostlord Pack
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Trendy Entertainment
Release Date: 11 Dec, 2018
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 (SP1) 64-Bit
Processor: 2.0 Ghz Dual-Core CPU
Memory: 3 GB RAM
Graphics: ATI Radeon HD 2600 or better / NVIDIA GeForce 8600 or better, 512 MB video memory, with Shader Model 3
support
DirectX: Version 9.0
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 20 GB available space
Sound Card: DirectSound-compatible sound device
Additional Notes: Internet connection is required to play.
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This is one of the funest computer games i have played. gets a bit hard at the end of the career, but you feel so accomplished at
the end of it.. No one is playing it its boring playing it alone.. cant find it anywhere in game. Great game! If you liked "Pike and
Shot : Campaigns" this is, I feel a real improvment if you are open or interested in East Asian warfare. While the base game is
focused on Japan the DLC available open up tons of possiblities, I really liked the Mandate of Heaven DLC. I know I have not
inveested much time in it, but it is an insant classic if you are into this sort of wargamming game.. This is NOT a farming game.
It is, in fact, a factory game, the use of farm products as widgets notwithstanding.
If that's fine with you, then great. Personally I want a FARMING game - without the "social" junk imposed by Farmville.
There is no continuity in this game whatsoever. You are not building a farm, you are not planting crops, you are not able to
choose for yourself which farm buildings you want or where they will be placed.
It's a series of hoops you have to jump through with a set goal, imposed by the game, and totally linear. The only thing that is
valued is how fast you can do things. They place the buildings at random so at each new "level", none of which last more than a
few minutes, you are starting over with some random initial conditions. Within each level, the initial settings will be the same,
but from one level to the next, you are starting with different buildings placed in varying and seemingly random locations, and
with a variable number of farm animals and varying amounts of startup cash.
You are never building on what's gone before. Doesn't matter if you bought a sausage factory in the last 28 levels, you'll have to
buy it again the next level.
There is zero replay value. Once you've hit the end, you've hit the end - and each new "challenge" is the same as the last. Do
things FAST and count on starting from scratch at the next level.
I wish somebody out there would make an actual farming game that does not rely on - or even PERMIT - access to social media.
If you're looking for an actual farming game, this is NOT it.

Also there are a ton of small but very annoying bugs in the game. Firstly, in order to get it to run at all, I had to go and disable
Tablet PC Input Service, even though it was set for Manual only startup. I have no idea why; I have never started that service
ever, as I would have to specifically do when a service is set for Manual. But nothing would satisfy the stupid game except that it
be actually disabled. That's just bad programming on the game developer's part.
Then, everytime it starts up, it is screwing up the configuration check and tells me that my PC "does not meet the minimum
requirement" - when in fact it exceeds them. I can run Dragon Age and The Elder Scrolls Oblivion on here - heck, I can run all
of the Witcher series on this but The Witcher 3, which is the most advanced game I own and needs way more graphics power
than I have on this system. But apparently not Farm Frenzy 4, even though this machine exceeds the listed system requirements.
Then, it will lock up once in a while for no apparent reason. If you have too many animals, you have to watch how much grass
you put out - because if you put down too much grass, the pigs will go to sleep as if there were no grass at all out. The music on
startup will sound like a stuck record, playing the same 2 or 3 notes over and over and over again while its loading the startup
screen.
And the English translations are among the worst I've ever been forced to deal with. You would think they could find one person
in Japan or whereever this game comes from who can actually speak English to do their translations, or at least check the
translations. It's not QUITE of "all your base are belong to us" quality, but its close.
If you would be happy with a game called "Factory Frenzy" then this game may be for you.
But if you want an actual farming game, this isn't it.. I made my daughter marry a mole.
In my defence, he was pretty hot.. I kinda wish there were more games like this.
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my 5 year old really enjoys it. i would recommend it, but you have to bare in mind, this game does have a lot of reading in it
(for kids atleast), so of course she struggles with that part only being 5, so you would somewhat have to play it with them. i
mean they can skip the reading and just guess what to do, simple enough but 8\/10. I loved this game, I found it delightful and
interesting.
As the synopsis suggests, you are Amber, and having grown up in the woods being raised by your adoptive mother, you\u2019re
sent to the big city to become an apprentice alchemist. You spend the first portion of the game at this stage, where you get to
know your new love-interests\/friends, and make decisions that shape how your personality develops (i.e. do you want a light or
dark alignment, are you selfish or selfless, etc\u2026).
Later you progress to the \u2018adult\u2019 stage (complete with a change of appearance for you and the other characters),
having (hopefully) passed your exams you start your own business, a \u2018magic shop\u2019. It\u2019s slightly weird that
none of this game seems to focus on actually RUNNING the titular magic shop. You gain \u2018jobs\u2019 elsewhere (and
occasionally a customer will come in with a special order), craft the required objects and gain money\/xp\/loot\/reputation
(depending on what reward you wanted). You can upgrade your shop to give yourself various bonuses, like more daily cash
(never enough to do much with, but it\u2019s something), or allows crafting more advanced items.
The \u2018alignment\u2019 system is a tad weird, sometimes the choices you make that gain you light or dark points
don\u2019t really seem to fit (an important decision that nets you a whopping 5 light points requires you to publicly humiliate
yourself for someone else\u2019s benefit, something he never really appreciates or apologises for).
The crafting system I really enjoyed (though you can skip it entirely with the visual novel mode), even if the one ingredient I
needed most was NEVER in stock\u2026 It was a nice change of pace, instead of a combat system, you gain xp by crafting.
The main story is nicely engaging, and most of the love-interest specific stories are interesting too. I was delighted to see yuri
and poly options for romance, the game also features a gay character and a trans character (yay!). Interestingly there is no
jealousy mechanic, Amber just openly dates multiple people, periodically breaking up with them until she\u2019s only dating
one. I like this, but it can lead to some weird moments such as the character who\u2019s arch largely revolves around him
becoming paranoid and self-centred, seems perfectly fine with you dating other people at the same time (though will assume the
worst if\/when you break up with him).
The worst I can say is that some of the love-interest stories seem a bit shallow and could have done with more fleshing out.
Essentially my key criticism of the game is I want MORE. More detail, more story, more places to visit and things to craft.
More little side-stories. I of course understand there\u2019s only so much a developer can feasibly fit in a game, and honestly if
the worst I can say about a game is \u2018It left me wanting more\u2019 then I dare say that makes it a pretty decent game. It
took me about 30 hours to get ALL achievements and see everything, so I\u2019m happy it was money well spent. If you
ONLY played it through on visual novel mode, you might feel otherwise, I don\u2019t know.
. More beautiful placeables, Funcom's attention to detail is second to none!. Almost walked out of the house in full Gestapo
uniform with shaving cream still on my face! 10\/10!
But seriously, the artwork in this game is beautiful, and attention to detail is very well thought out! However, gameplay itself is a
little on the slow side (I haven't finished the game yet as of this review, I will update if anything changes).
I think it would help the player to know a little German history from the WWII era, the narration goes into a lot of detail about
specific personalities from that time.
Overall, I would recommend this game to anyone who likes adventure\/quest games.. Yo there, this is one of the best human
simulation game ever. I really enjoy customizing stuff and feel that i am playing like a "daily survival" game more than
simulation. Life Game has a very hard working one man developer who actually tries to achieve diffence between similar games
and he actually did it. I guess that this game will be completed in some months and hope best for developer.
Pros:
-A hard working developer
-Nice environment
-Nice gameplay
-Tons of things to do and discover
-A real life simulation RPG which you need to do stuff to be alive, not like sims.
-Funny things
-video tutorials
-Active forum
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Cons:
-Optimization is not at best but still Early Access so its OK.
-Not moddable (yet)
All i can say is, this game is worth to play with cheap price but nice game design.
. I am LOVING deadly sin. Same battle system as phantasy star 2, which is awesome. I'm also really enjoying the story. I'm told
it gets incredibly hard at the end. But we will see. So glad I finally decided to boot this up.
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